
The site is rolz.org 
 
When you go to the site, you can choose Sign In in the upper right hand corner of the site. Use one of the 
below logins. Each player will need to log in with a different nickname. 
 
Nickname        Password 
clintonstrat      clintonstrat 
clintonstrat2    clintonstrat2 
clintonstrat3    clintonstrat3 
clintonstrat4    clintonstrat4 
 
Once you have logged in, click on Dice Room in the upper right of the site. 
 
This should bring you to a page with a window called My Dice Rooms. The following rooms should be listed 
there: 
 
clintonstrat 
clintonstrat2 
clintonstrat3 
 
Agree with your opponent on which room you will be using so that you both join the same room. Click on the 
desired room. 
 
This will load a chat room window. Click the picture of the gear above the words Rolz Help & Documentation. 
This will show the buttons to be used in the room. 
 
The first button is #d20. Use this when you need a split roll. 
 
The second button is #1d6. This is a single 6-sided die and will be used when you bat. It represents the 
differently colored die and will be used to select the column. 
 
The third button is #2d6. This is two 6-sided dice and will be used to select the result in the column selected 
above. 
 
Example: 
 
Player A, playing with the nickname clintonstrat, is at bat. 
 
Player A clicks the #1d6 button to choose the column. In the chat window it says "clintonstrat rolls 1d6 = 5." 
 
Player A clicks the #2d6 button to choose the result. In the chat window it says "clintonstrat rolls 2d6 = 9." 
 
Player A would then look on the pitcher's card, in the 5 column and down to number 9. That is the result. 
 
If a split is required, Player A would click the #d20 button. The chat window says "clintonstrat rolls d20 = 13. 
The split result would be a 13. 
 

http://rolz.org/

